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Berlin to date has maintained
an admirable eco balance
offering an opportunity to

view beautiful works of film ‘art’ in
a highly organized congenial
space. On a day to day basis, when
the glamour, glitz and global posi-
tioning of what the Berlin Film
Festival and European Film Market
has accomplished subsides, the
import of the ‘tip of the iceberg of
the 2006 growth’ must surface and
cause some moments of inner tur-
moil running the gambit from
euphoria to anxiety for Festival
Director Dieter Kosslick and
Market Director Beki Probst. 

Overall, the Market element
of the Festival has over-
exceeded all expectations.

Whilst on one hand that is welcome
for all the fiscal and prestige advan-
tages, it raises the more fundamen-
tal question of ‘sustainable’ growth
for an established institution. If the
Festival’s mandate is to concentrate
on the ‘cultural’ aspects, then the
‘market forces’ associated with
growth will undoubtedly threaten
to dilute that essential element. 

The delicate balance of the
Festival and Market is in
many ways not dissimilar

to the wonderful array of films
that it presents in all the areas of
its film tableau. Almost all of
these films, such as the wonderful
U Carmen e Khayelitsha in 2005,
would, at first glance, not merit
the label of ‘commerciality’.
Carmen, the opera, coupled with
the raw setting of a South African
township and the magnificent
voices of the South African
singers is a rare gem that requires
careful chiseling. The question is:
how to develop it to its maximum
‘beauty’ without undermining its
‘core’ element.

This is the dilemma the
Berlin Film Festival and
the European Market face.

What makes a market a success
for the 351 companies selling
product is a high fiscal return.
For the buyers, it’s the opportuni-
ty to survey what’s on offer and
net the ‘first catch of the year’. If
the sellers do extremely well at
Berlin 2006, as many anticipate
from our survey, then Berlin and
its European Market take lead
position on worldwide sales.
With that comes the double-
edged sword: how to grow and
simultaneously maintain the
‘established values’. It’s a proven
business maxim (Morgan Cars)
that it is almost impossible to
maintain ‘quality’ and expand a
‘product’ at the ‘whim and will of
market forces’. 

Berlin: Is the Eco 
Balance in Danger?

Elspeth Tavares

2006C O M M E N T [BERLIN]
Elspeth Tavares

Publisher & Editor in Chief
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Our survey revealed two
veracities: buyers benefit
from screening films with

an audience, and the ‘flexible’ mar-
ket environment encourages more
‘intimate discourse and building of
relationships’. The Business of
Film, as a conscientious objector
whose mandate is the well being of
the United Nations of Filmmakers,
congratulates Dieter Kosslick, who
does a superb job of enveloping all
sectors of the Festival and is emi-

nently available to all. Kosslick’s
daily shepherding of the Festival
permeates the environment with the
feelings of  ‘well being’ and
‘organization’, and engenders an
atmosphere of ‘cultural quality.’
This intangible atmosphere is what
the Festival and its side-bar market
have been built on. To upset that
delicate eco balance would be a
great loss to an industry fighting to
represent (and not always success-
fully) ‘a true, generous and egali-
tarian reflection of our society
through the presentation of highly
selected films.’

Post Berlin 2006, will the fol-
lowing questions be tabled, if
they have not been before, and

discounted for a number of reasons?
Should we have contained the market
to the capacity of the Martin
Groupus? Were we as prepared as
we thought we were for 351 compa-
nies wanting to attend? Were we
geared for the ‘market forces’ and
companies that need to ‘exploit’
their product in an atmosphere that
creates a ‘market bazaar’? How can
we realistically control the brakes
on this train now that it has pro-
pelled its engine and is on the fast
track? And, lastly, do we want to?!
The honesty with which these and
many other questions raised are
dealt with, internally and externally
by the Festival and Market, will in
many ways determine its ‘future
growth’ regardless of the ‘market
forces’.      

Berlin: Is the Eco 
Balance in Danger?

Pauline on Set 
U Carmen eKhayelitsha

Cont.

2006C O M M E N T [BERLIN]
Elspeth Tavares

Publisher & Editor in Chief
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BERLIN FILM FESTIVAL DIRECTOR

DIETER KOSSLICK - COMMENT

The 56th Berlin International Film Festival and European Film Market for 2006
has gone beyond the expectations of its organizers. With 26 films in Competition,
including 11 world premieres, and 351 companies registered for the market
event, it has catapulted itself into a major contender as arguably the premier
Festival and Market that kicks off the annual calendar of important film indus-
try gatherings. The   increased ‘mantle of responsibility’ tends to project the
double-headed counter-productive reality of growth but to the detriment of
‘cultural creation.’ Can Berlin continue to successfully exploit the growth yet
keep its ‘uniqueness’ that has in part been the ‘stability’ for its ongoing success? 
A tad busier than he was in 2005, Elspeth Tavares put just two questions to
Dieter Kosslick. 

Elspeth Tavares: Last year when we interviewed you, you had fairly rigid views on
the impact of the Market’s growth alongside the Festival. That growth has been
realized and gone beyond expectations with the overspill, already in 2006, of Martin
Gropius Bau. What impact if any, does this have on the Festival and the future
plans for its growth given that as anticipated Berlin continues its exponential suc-
cess?

Dieter Kosslick

Continued on Page 6 
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DIETER KOSSLICK - COMMENT
BERLIN FILM FESTIVAL DIRECTOR

Continued From Page 6

BEKI PROBST -  COMMENT
HEAD OF EUROPEAN FILM MARKET

On guiding the European Film
Market, as it debuts in its new
home in the Martin Gropius Bau,
Market Director since 1988 
Beki Probst commented:  

"With the move to the Martin Gropius Bau, the EFM will retain
the high-quality market it is well-known for, while at the same
time expand its space and initiatives to meet the demands of our
international clients."

Beki Probst

Dieter Kosslick: The Festival and The Market are very much intertwined, and
what affects one, affects the other. So we do expect this growth to have an
impact on the Festival. We are already seeing more companies here than we’ve
ever had before; our count of companies with stands is at 351. Obviously, the
sales companies and producers attending Berlin [the first major market of the
year] have to evaluate how to launch and market their films. We think the
Festival could potentially benefit from this.

Elspeth Tavares: Do you think that both the Festival and Market may perhaps be get-
ting to the point of ‘the chicken and the egg’ or a ‘Catch 22’ situation? Meaning that
both the Festival and Market need each other’s success to continue to underpin their
financial viability, stability, and controlled commerciality so as to attract bigger
sponsors to fund their innovative particular sections some of which have become
trademarks of the event such as the Berlinale Campus.

Dieter Kosslick: I emphasize, the Festival and Market are closely bound together.
The Berlinale with its seven sections is certainly the centerpoint of the Berlinale,
but the Talent Campus and the EFM are essential components of the mix. The
mix is what is important, and that is what gives the Berlinale its special profile.
After the EFM is settled into its new home this year - after we have one year under
our belt - I see my role in the future of the Berlinale as refining what we have all
built up. In the end, the revenue-generating sections of the Festival - like the EFM
and the Talent Campus - do ‘pay their own way’ and that, along with our long-
term and trusted partners and sponsors will help to keep our programs and 
initiatives fresh.
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Party Down Party Down
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Party Down Party Down
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Party Down Party Down
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RHYTHM IS IT BOWS
FOR BOOMTOWNMEDIA

Boomtownmedia Berlin and
Norbert Maass’ Berlin-based
company International Script

& Sales Consulting (ISSC) have
sealed a deal to rep world rights on
Thomas Grube’s and Enrique Sánchez
Lansch’s acclaimed documentary
Rhythm Is It through
Boomtownmedia  International. Since
its release in Germany, Rhythm Is It
has garnered close to $4.5 million to
date at the box office. The film collect-
ed two Golden Lolas for Best
Documentary Film and for Best
Editing at the German Film Awards
2005. Rhythm Is It is the ambitious
educational undertaking of the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra under Sir
Simon Rattle in collaboration with
choreographer Royston Maldoom.
The documentary features 250 school-
children of disparate ages and ethnici-
ties from various impoverished back-
grounds. Under Maldoom’s steward-
ship and after arduous preparations,
these young strangers to classical
music dance to Stravinsky‘s Le Sacre
du Printemps (The Rite of Spring).
The film’s theatrical success has been
driven by word-of-mouth and critical
acclaim. Following the cinematic suc-
cess of Rhythm Is It, director Thomas
Grube, the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, and Sir Simon Rattle
planned a 90-minute documentary
film Trip to Asia – The Quest for
Harmony (working title) in anticipa-
tion of the 125th Jubilee of the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra in 2007. Trip
to Asia is the most ambitious film ever
made with one of the world‘s top

orchestras. For the first time, Berlin
Philharmonic members have allowed
filmmakers to shadow them intimate-
ly, offering a unique opportunity to
examine and understand the entwined
complexity of the psychological and
social mechanisms between the indi-
vidual and community. The rich histo-
ry of the Berlin Film Orchestra is cap-
tured by focusing on this group of peo-
ple who are bound together through
their lifelong love of music. Director
of Photography Dod Mantle (Festen,
28 Days Later, Dogville, and the
upcoming The Last King of Scotland)
recently completed extensive filming
of the orchestra. With more than a ton
of equipment, BOOMTOWNMEDIA
accompanied the legendary orchestra
on its biggest Asian tour. Norbert
Maass, formerly with Senator
International and Amberlon Pictures,
heads his new Berlin based company
ISSC. The company’s mandate is to
finance, produce and distribute a vari-
ety of quality films with a strong
underlying human element that has the
potential to resonate with audiences
worldwide, the core philosophy of
BOOMTOWNMEDIA productions.

BERLIN 2006 

BUSINESS B R I E F S

Little Fish 
available from Myriad Pictures
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MYRIAD RECRUITS
DUBINET

Ann Dubinet heads the
newly created position of
President of Distribution

at Myriad Pictures. Dubinet will
oversee the day-to-day operations
of theatrical distribution depart-
ments including contracts, collec-
tions, servicing and marketing as
well as help evolve the company’s
strategic growth and develop-
ment, as Myriad launches into a
period of aggressive growth in
production and distribution. Kirk
D’Amico said, “Ann is one of the
most respected distribution pro-
fessionals in the business and is
the perfect fit for Myriad as we
head into 2006 and beyond. She
brings expertise, leadership and
humor to our busy company, and I
am thrilled to have her on board.”
Dubinet commented, “Kirk and
his team at Myriad are first class
and I am delighted to be part of a
company with the drive, determi-
nation, and talent to succeed and
thrive in these competitive times.”
Dubinet started her career in the
early 80’s at Michael Goldman’s

Manson International, followed
by three years as Vice President of
Sales for Serendipity Productions
before becoming President of
International distribution for the
Samuel Goldwyn Company in
1985.  During her tenure at
Samuel Goldwyn, Dubinet is
credited with acquiring Stephen
Soderbergh’s monster hit “Sex,
Lies and Videotape” in pre-pro-
duction stages.   A position as
head of sales for the Chris
Blackwell John Heyman entity
Island/World followed, handling
titles as Tri-Star’s Toy Soldiers,
Basketball Diaries, and Palm d’Or
winner MAC. In 1996 Dubinet
formed Alchemy Filmworks Inc.
to specialize in film financing on
a project-by-project basis through
equity funds, the UK’s sale and
leaseback, and tax shelter funding
alongside US and international
distribution deals.  Credits include
Washington Square, Telling Lies
in America, and Somebody is
Waiting.  Prior to taking this new
position Dubinet was based at
Mobius International.Based in
Santa Monica, Myriad Pictures is
helmed by Kirk D’Amico. Recent
films include Little Fish starring
Cate Blanchett and Hugo
Weaving, and nominated for 13
Australian Film Awards; and the
award winning bio-pic Kinsey
starring Liam Neeson and Laura
Linney, released by Fox
Searchlight. Upcoming titles
include Copying Beethoven star-
ring Ed Harris and Diane Kruger,
plus the stylish drama Factory Girl
starring Sienna Miller. 

BERLIN 2006 

BUSINESS B R I E F S

Ann Dubinet
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BERLIN 2006 
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SECOND EUROPA
CINEMAS LABEL
AT BERLIN

Supporting its ongoing campaign
to promote European films,
Europa Cinemas returns to this

year’s Berlin Film Festival and will
award its Label prize to the best
European film in the Panorama sec-
tion, complimenting the Labels
awarded at the Directors' Fortnight in
Cannes and the Venice Days section
of the Mostra del Cinema. Comprised
of a jury of four Europa Cinemas
exhibitors, the Panorama jury consists
of Willem Groot Nibbelink (Deventer
- The Netherlands), Suzan Beermann
(Berlin - Germany), Vladimir
Trifonov (Sofia - Bulgaria), and
Martin Kaufmann (Bolzano - Italy).
The winning Label at Berlin film will
receive invaluable support of extend-
ed theatrical exposure and additional
promotion from the Europa Cinemas
network. Founded in 1992, the
Europa Cinemas network currently
consists of 1562 screens in 664 cine-
mas in 365 cities in 59 countries. The
project’s aims are to support the pro-
gramming and visibility of European
films outside their countries of origin,
and to foster initiatives aimed at
encouraging younger audiences to
develop their interest in European
films and cultural diversity. Previous
winners of the Europa Cinemas Label
include Cannes - Directors' Fortnight
2005: La Moustache (Emmanuel
Carrère, France); Berlin - Panorama
2005: Live and Become (Radu
Mihaileanu, France/Belgium/Israel);
and Venice - Venice Days 2005:Le

Petit Lieutenant (Xavier Beauvois,
France). Europa Cinemas is support-
ed by the European Commission
(MEDIA Euromed Audiovisual
Programme, European Development
Fund); National Centre for
Cinematography (France); Eurimages
(Council of Europe); and French
Ministry for Foreign Affairs,
Intergovernmental Agency for the
French Language.

CONSTANTIN FILM
ESTABLISHES CONSTANTIN
TELEVISION GMBH

Constantin Film AG (ISIN
DE0005800809) in con-
tinuing to expand its in-

house TV production operations
in fiction TV series has estab-
lished a wholly-owned sub-
sidiary, Constantin Television
GmbH. Robin von der Leyen and
Kerstin Schmidbauer have been
appointed directors/producers of
the company, which started oper-
ations in January 2006. Under the
aegis of von der Leyen and
Schmidbauer, the TV fiction
activities of Constantin Film
Produktion GmbH are being
combined and expanded. The
mandate of the company is not
only the development, implemen-
tation and production of its exist-
ing series, such Typisch Sophie
and Krause, but the development
and acquisition of further fiction
TV projects and formats, includ-
ing series, sitcoms, mini-series,
and TV events. 
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Martin Moszkowicz, pro-
duction director at
Constantin Film AG,

commented: “In addition to the
core assignment of developing
formats and contents of its own,
Constantin Television GmbH is in
an excellent position to exploit
synergy benefits thanks to its
close ties to the parent company.
In the context of film develop-
ment, plenty of materials created
at Constantin Film are suitable for
use in television productions. As
with Bewegte Männer, we also
intend to increase the potential for
producing spin-offs from success-
ful feature films, which can be
developed and produced after the-
atrical film release.Fred Kogel,
CEO of Constantin Film AG,
added: “We are delighted that we
have succeeded in finding a very
good team for Constantin
Television in Robin von der
Leyen and Kerstin Schmidbauer,
who complement each other ide-
ally and will make a valuable
contribution to the ongoing
expansion of the leading posi-
tion held by Constantin Film AG
among German production com-

panies. Following the acquisition
of Constantin Entertainment in
2004, the TV production opera-
tions are being rounded off in the
fiction area with the establish-
ment of the TV series and TV
event sector by Constantin
Television, while the production
portfolio of Constantin Film is at
the same time being structured
more clearly by the addition of a
further profit center.”Von der
Leyen has been with Constantin
Film AG since 1999. After gradu-
ating with a degree in economics,
he started as a project manager in
business development for Telcast
Media Group and joined
Constantin Film AG as assistant
to the production director Martin
Moszkowicz in September 1999.
Since 2004, he has focused on the
acquisition, development and
funding of film productions as
well as managing various
Constantin Film TV projects.
Schmidbauer received a VGF
grant for up-and-coming young
producers at the Bavarian Film
Center after studying production
and media management at the tel-
evision and film university (HFF)
in Munich. Following a position
at Indigo Filmproduktion GmbH,
she worked for several years as a
producer at teamWorx for produc-
er Bettina Reitz. In 2005, she was
awarded the German Television
Prize in the category Best Film
for the television film Marias
Letzte Reise, which she produced
and which has won numerous
prizes.

BERLIN 2006 

BUSINESS B R I E F S

CONSTANTIN TV

Hausmeister Krause 

Continued From Page 26
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MUSIC MAKES
THE VISION

V
ision Films headed by Lise
Romanoff MD attends Berlin
with two new titles available for

the international marketplace.
Waterbone, the cutting edge thriller, was
recently selected by Google in the first
crop of independent films that will
launch the internet leader’s first down-
loadable DVD service for consumers.
Waterbone, starring Christopher
Masterson and Jon Gries, also won the
Audience award at the South by
Southwest (SXSW) Festival. Boss N’Up
the romantic-musical from rapper Snoop
Dogg features the music from his multi-
platinum album Rhythm and Gangsta.
Boss N’Up has been pre-sold to
Revelation in the UK, Bridge
Entertainment for Benelux, IMD for
France, and Pony Canyon for Japan, and
is due to be released in the USA by
CodeBlack Entertainment. In addition to
these premiere screenings, Vision has
available the Kushner-Locke (150) and
World International Network library of
TV movies, which are available as first
run in Eastern Europe and Asia. The
Kushner Locke library boasts a bevy of
international stars such as Reese
Witherspoon, Kiefer Sutherland, Renee
Zellweger, Kirsten Dunst, John Savage,
Christian Slater, Angelica Huston, and

Pamela Anderson. Managing Director
Lise Romanoff said: “Good libraries
never lose their value. Titles like
Freeway, The Gun, The Whole Wide
World, Mind Ripper, and Basil have an
immense amount of potential in today’s
DVD and cable television market. Many
of WIN’s library of TV movies were not
part of WIN’s original output deals and
therefore were never licensed in these
territories.” Romanoff founded Vision
Films in 1997. The company is an inde-
pendent, worldwide distributor of
Feature films, Documentary specials,
Series, and Reality programming that
licenses all available television,
video/DVD, and new media rights to
both the international and domestic mar-
kets. The company recently opened a
subsidiary, Vision Music, underpinned
by a selection of titles from Xenon
Pictures, which specializes in music doc-
umentaries and urban feature films such
as Eminem aka, the inside story of the
Hip-Hop Icon, and Welcome to Death
Row. Further extending its music divi-
sion with rare performances & inter-
views with The Clash and The
Pretenders, Punk in London (a trilogy by
filmmaker Wolfgang Büld), has been
licensed to IMD in France and One
Movie in Italy. Other products include
Rock Revolutions, a two-hour special on
the artists of the 60s and 70’s: Elvis, The
Beatles, The Stones, Jimi Hendrix,
Abba, Blondie, The New York Dolls,
Elton John, Bob Marley, and Arlo
Guthrie. Vision also offers a selection of
Retro Films including Do Not Adjust
Your Set; At Last: The 1948 Show from
the creators of Monty Python starring
Eric Idle, Terry Jones, Michael Palin and
John Cleese; and I Spit On Your Grave,
the controversial film by Meir Zarchi.
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Waterborne from Vision
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Berlin based Cine International
headed by Lilli Tyc-Holm
attends Berlin with two new

titles in its line-up: Maria to Callas,
directed by Petra Katharina Wagner,
starring Goetz George, Claudia
Michelsen, and Monica Bleibtreu; and
Combat Sixteen from director Mirko
Borscht, whose films include
Maeuseboxen (short, 1992), Bastard!
(short, 2002), and Kombat Sechzehn
(2004). Tyc-Holm said, „Maria to
Callas is a brand new German film
which, although it is not ready for
screening at Berlin, we are presenting
to selected buyers. It stars Goetz
George, one of our  best known
German actors. George, son of the
famous actor Heinrich George,

became popular in the 80’s in the role
of chief inspector of criminal investi-
gation SCHIMANSKI in the interna-
tionally successful TV series Tatort.“
Maria to Callas is produced by Erik
Stappenbeck, Joerg Wagner, Petra
Katharina Wagner, and Peter Polsak.
Other Goetz George films include:
Out of Order (Abwaerts, 1984) direct-
ed by Carl Schenkel; Rossini (1997)
directed by Helmut Dietl; After The
Truth (Nichts als die Wahrheit, 1999)
directed by Roland Suso Richter; and
his current Maria To Callas (2006)
directed by Petra Katharina Wagner.

RENAULT DRIVES
FESTIVAL TO SEVEN
CITES IN THE UK

The Renault French Film Festival
2006, a new fusion of two
events that previously have pro-

moted le cinema français in the UK,
will deliver an array of films in nine
key locations: London, Birmingham,
Manchester, Leeds, Cardiff,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and
Dundee from March 1 –30th. For three
years the Renault French Film Season
had been promoting with UniFrance a
selection of French films with UK dis-
tribution to be released nationally. A
feast for consumers, titles to be show-
cased include internationally celebrat-
ed French stars Gérard Depardieu,
Daniel Auteuil, Catherine Deneuve,
Charlotte Rampling, Emmanuelle
Béart, and Jeanne Moreau. Many of the
filmmakers and actors from the French
film industry are expected to attend the
launch for their London premiere Gala
Screenings.

CINE INTERNATIONAL
HIGHLIGHTS
MARIA TO CALLAS

Maria to Callas



At EFM •Movenpick Hotel • Mathilde Aupetit • +4917 617 368 504

8265 Sunset Boulevard • Suite 107 • West Hollywood, CA 90046
Tel: 323-848-2945 • Fax: 323-848-2946

E-mail: contactus@hannibalpictures.com
www.hannibalpictures.com

YELLOW - Musical Drama
Screening Feb. 11 at  5:45pm EFM Video Studio 

Feb. 12 at 10:00am EFM Video Studio 

CHASING THE DRAGON - Action
FAST FLASH TO BANG TIME - Thriller
KUMITE - Action
ESCOBAR - Action/Adventure

ONE NINE - Drama
PATORUZITO: THE GREAT ADVENTURE - Animation

SCREENING AT BERLIN

IN PRODUCTION

IN PRE-PRODUCTION

COMPLETED

HAUNTED BOAT - Horror
SLEDGE - Mockumentary
ULTIMATE FORCE - Action
WASHINGTON HEIGHTS - Drama
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Yang Ban Xi - The 8 Model
Works is a documentary
musical about the rise and fall

of Madam Mao's colorful propaganda
operas during the 1965-1975 Cultural
Revolution in China and their
renewed popularity in modern day
China. During the ten years of
Cultural Revolution, traditional opera
was banned by Mao’s wife Jiang
Qing, and replaced by a new kind of
art in which the world was presented
in a much simpler way. The good guys
were farmers and revolutionary sol-
diers, always singing and dancing in
the broad spotlight; the bad guys were
landlords and anti-revolutionaries,
who wore dark make-up and were
poorly lit. Thus, pure propaganda told
in beautiful images and stories, in an
innovative way incorporating the
most modern techniques of cine-
matography, song, and dance, became
a new art form in Chinese culture:
Revolutionary Model Opera – The
Yang Ban Xi. Of the more than thir-
teen that were created, eight of these 
carefully crafted works were most
popular and secured a place in cine-
matic history as ‘The 8 Model
Works’. Filmed in bright Technicolor

and Panorama View, they were the
only kind of entertainment allowed in
theatres, broadcast on television, and
heard on radio. Their influence and
reach were beyond comprehension.
The main performing characters
became instant stars, revered in every
household. Then, the Cultural
Revolution storm subsided, Jiang
Qing was convicted as a member of
the Gang of Four, and for a long peri-
od the propaganda operas, so
entwined with Jiang Qing, were
reviled as a despicable artform.
Directed by Yan Ting Yuen and pro-
duced by Hetty Naaijkens-Retel
Helmrich for Scarabeefilms, the docu-
mentary premieres in New York on
March 29, with a 500 print release.
The New York Times reviewed the
film as ‘an absorbing, shrewdly intel-
ligent documentary’. Sales are
through Montreal based Films Transit
International founded in 1982 by Jan
Rofekamp, President. The company is
considered one of the foremost inter-
national distributors of quality docu-
mentaries. The label Haute Couture
Documentary Boutique describes the
company well. It takes on 20-25 new
films and selects the product it repre-
sents by attending the major film fes-
tivals: IDFA, Sundance, Berlin and
Toronto. Rofekamp endeavors to keep
the catalogue at an approximate total
of 150 films saying, “That way we can
keep it active, stay focused and give
the films a shelf life. We do not have
many pieces, but they are all great
quality, well made, and well looked
after.”

BERLIN 2006 
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DOCUMENTARY MUSICAL YANG BAN XI
SECURES 500 RELEASE PRINT IN THE US

Streetdancing - Yang Ban Xi  
The 8 Model Works
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Representing the pinnacle to
which all in the film industry
aspire, The Academy Awards

for outstanding film achievements in
2005 will be presented on March 5,
2006, at the Kodak Theatre at
Hollywood & Highland. Expressing
its consciousness of the monolithic
organization’s need to keep on the cut-
ting edge, for the first time two photo
archive inspired Posters – Black
Tuxedo and White Gloves – represent
the Academy Awards both in the US
and internationally. Designed by Joan
Maloney, founder and president of the
San Diego-based graphic design firm,
Studio 318, the posters showcase two
actors holding the coveted statuette
moments after receiving the award.
Academy Executive Director Bruce
Davis commented, "We loved Joan's
idea of cropping the archival photo-
graphs down to just the torsos of the
two performers, with their hands
cradling their statuettes. It trans-
formed them from pictures of particu-

lar individuals at specific historic
moments to images that convey the
experience of capturing a dream." The
offering for final selection, which
took place January 31, varied from the
solid old fashioned fantasy tale The
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe to controver-
sial and politically charged Brokeback
Mountain. 

An Academy Award signals
acceptance, arrival, and guar-
anteed box office success.

Marking a 16.5% increase from 2004,
a record 311 feature films compete for
Best Picture of 2005. The total of eli-
gible features marks the first time in
32 years that as many as 300 motion
pictures have contended for the Best
Picture award. Academy Credits
Coordinator Howard Loberfeld attrib-
utes the sharp jump partly to an
increase in the number of feature-
length documentaries playing theatri-
cally (35 versus 15 in 2004) and part-
ly to some distributor reorganizations

THE 78TH ACADEMY AWARDS ELEGANT
IN VINTAGE BLACK & WHITE

78th Academy Poster - Black Toxido 78th Academy Poster - White Gloves
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that led to the release of an unusual
number of long-delayed projects.
Spanning the spectrum of the business
of making movies, the various cate-
gories offer 42 original songs from
eligible feature-length motion pic-
tures, including Can't Take It In from
The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion,
the Witch, and the Wardrobe; Dicholo
from The Constant Gardener; In the
Deep from Crash; and There's
Nothing Like a Show on Broadway
from The Producers. 

Films vying for Achievement in
Visual Effects include Batman
Begins; Charlie and the

Chocolate Factory; The Chronicles of
Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe; and Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire. Eighty-two films eligi-
ble for Best Documentary Feature
include After Innocence; The Boys of
Baraka; Enron: The Smartest Guys in
the Room; Favela Rising; and March
of the Penguins. Sound Editing con-
tenders include The Chronicles of

BERLIN 2006 

Oscar-winning screen legend Olivia de Havilland will be honored with an Academy
Tribute on June 15, 2006. The two-time Academy Award winner will travel from her
home in France to the Academy’s Samuel Goldwyn Theater in Beverly Hills for the 
event, which will feature film clips of her most-admired performances and discussion
with colleagues from throughout her career.
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Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe; Memoirs of a Geisha; Star
Wars: Episode III Revenge of the Sith;
and Walk the Line. 

For the 78th Academy Awards,
ten films were accepted as eli-
gible to compete by the execu-

tive committee of the short films and
feature animation branch of the
Academy, which recommended to the
Academy's Board of Governors that
the category be activated and the
Award be given for this year. Films
that qualified for 2005 include
Chicken Little, Gulliver's Travels;
Hoodwinked; Madagascar; and Tim
Burton's Corpse Bride. In promotion

of the 78th Academy Awards, until
March 5th moviegoers across the
United States will see a special trailer
featuring memorable moments from
Hollywood's biggest successes,
accompanied by music from The
Calling's hit single Our Lives. The
trailer is running in more than 20,000
movie theaters and on all domestic
United Airlines P.S.SM Premium
Service flights. Produced by Los
Angeles-based The Ant Farm,
Eastman Kodak donated film stock
and Deluxe Laboratories provided the
processing services for the trailer's
production. 

Robert Altman to receive Honorary Award Oscar

THE 78TH ACADEMY AWARDS ELEGANT
IN VINTAGE BLACK & WHITE
Continued from Page 27
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In a long overdue salute to a bril-
liant talent, Director-producer-
writer Robert Altman will receive

an Honorary Award. The Honorary
Award Oscar® statuette will be given
to Altman to honor "a career that has
repeatedly reinvented the art form and
inspired filmmakers and audiences
alike." Altman who has directed 86
films, producing 39 and writing 37 of
them, previously received five
Academy Award nominations for
directing M*A*S*H, Nashville, The
Player, Short Cuts, and Gosford Park.
Academy President Sid Ganis said:
"The board was taken with Altman's
innovation, his redefinition of genres,
his invention of new ways of using the
film medium and his reinvigoration of
old ones. He is a master film maker
and well deserves this honor."Born in
Kansas City, Missouri, Altman began
his film career working on documen-
tary, employee training, industrial,
and educational films. He made his
first feature film – The Delinquents, a
low budget exploitation film distrib-
uted by United Artists – in 1957. After
moving to Hollywood, he found work
directing episodes of television series
such as Alfred Hitchcock Presents and
Bonanza. The success of M*A*S*H,
a script he was offered in 1969, galva-
nized his feature film career. Altman's
current film, A Prairie Home
Companion, is in post-
production.With twelve shows under
his belt, Gilbert Cates will once again
produce the event. Academy President
Sid Ganis commented: "Even with
twelve shows in his past, Gil remains
extraordinarily creative and ready and
willing to give innovation a try, and
the rest of us are a little more comfort-
able with Gil trying new ways to pres-

ent the evening, because he knows
exactly what's at stake."Also returning
for the 12th consecutive year, Master
Chef Wolfgang Puck will create the
menu for the Governors Ball, the post-
telecast celebration following the 78th
Academy Awards®. “The Governors
Ball is the Super Bowl of Hollywood
events," said Puck. "We will create an
innovative menu, a culinary interpre-
tation of the evening's theme. While
keeping a few traditional items, my
team will design a once-in-a-lifetime
experience where guests can celebrate
the year's achievements." The sit-
down dinner menu for the Academy's
1,600 guests will feature Ball
favorites, including 450 smoked
salmon pizzas with caviar and 4,200
chocolate Oscars®. The 78th
Academy Awards will be televised
live by the ABC Television Network. 

Morgan Freeman
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HOTEL RWANDA
PREMIERES ON ANNUAL
BLACK FILMMAKER
SHOWCASE

The 15th annual Black
Filmmaker Showcase, in cele-
bration of Black History

Month in the US, commenced
February featuring seven shorts by
up-and-coming African-American
filmmakers.   The month-long show-
case of original programming is
focused on the African-American
experience. Black History Month also
airs the network premiere of Hotel
Rwanda starring Don Cheadle in his
Oscar®-nominated role. Founded in
1992, the Black Filmmaker Showcase
has been responsible for promoting
talented African-American filmmak-
ers to the industry. Beginning in 1995, 

Showtime Networks began
awarding a $30,000 grant to
one of the selected filmmakers,

which is used towards the production
of a short film that later will have its
exclusive world premiere on
Showtime. Following their premiere,
the showcase films also repeat during
the course of the month as individual
shorts. The 2006 short film selections
include: The Sunday Morning
Stripper by Writer/Producer Lionell
Hilliard & Director Sheldon Collins,
Jump by Director David McMillan,
Brooklyn’s Bridge To Jordan, directed
by Tina Mabry, and Hope’s War,
directed by Yake Smith. 

GOETHE-LAUNCH
DIGITAL CINEMA

Goethe-Institut based in
London has launched a digi-
tal server to add a new range

of films to the Goethe-Institut's film
programme. While the 35mm and
16mm projectors stay in use, the digi-
tal server will enable the Institut to
draw on the pool of films selected by
CinemaNet Europe and its German
'sidekick' Delicatessen, both funded
by the European Union's MEDIA pro-
gram. Standard distribution has still
not caught up with the demand for
documentary film, so the Institut’s
goal is to emphasis this genre with
potential for screening other types of
films as well. Committed to joining a
European network, the Goethe-
Institut shows films from all over
Europe about Europe, but also from
around the world. Films that the digi-
tal enterprise showcased in January
included Invisible - Illegal In Europa
directed by Andreas Voigt, winner of
the European DocuZone Award 2004;
Wanted!(NaChbarinnen) directed by
Franziska Meletzky; The Flamenco
Clan directed by Michael Meert; The
Shutka Book of Records  directed by
Aleksandar Manic; and The Swenkas
directed by Jeppe Rønde. 
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Venus available from The Works

CONTACT
ELSPETH TAVARES:
Cell. 00 336 32 50 63.33



UniPix
to Come
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KISS FOR A CAUSE

To raise funds for The Film
Foundation and The
Hollywood Museum in the

historic Max Factor Building, Kiss
For A Cause was introduced at the
63rd Annual Golden Globe Awards in
January. Stars puckered up their lips
in the "kissing booth" and imprinted
their lips onto the inside of two Mario
Magro Crystal Cross Purses. One
Kissed Purse will be auctioned online
at a later date with the proceeds split
between The Film Foundation and
The Hollywood Museum; the second
Kissed Purse will be donated to The
Hollywood Museum for public exhi-
bition.The Film Foundation is the
leading non-profit organization dedi-
cated to preserve and restore a broad
range of films, including Hollywood
features, silent films, newsreel
footage and documentaries, as well as
independently produced and avant-
garde works. The cultural institutions

supported by The Film Foundation
provide the U.S. and international
communities with essential access to
the immeasurable wealth of our cine-
matic heritage. Established in 1990
by Martin Scorsese Woody Allen,
Robert Altman, Francis Ford
Coppola, Clint Eastwood, Stanley
Kubrick, George Lucas, Sydney
Pollack, Robert Redford, and Steven
Spielberg, The Film Foundation pro-
tects motion pictures and the rights of
the artists who create them, educates
the public about the importance of
film preservation, and raises neces-
sary funds to save endangered cine-
matic treasures of the 20th century.
The Hollywood Museum in the Max
Factor Building is located in the heart
of Hollywood at the intersection of
Hollywood Boulevard and Highland
Avenue. Housed on four floors with
more than 7,000 exhibits, it has the
largest motion picture memorabilia
collection assembled on display for
the public. 

English dubbed version of Siegfried available from Atlas International
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At Berlin Contact:                      
MICHAEL WERNER                   Mobile +46 707 33 28 55
KARIN THUN   Mobile +46 704 16 99 89  
JUDITH TOTH           Mobile +46 704 16 99 83

LE REGARD   
F e b  1 2
F e b  1 5

13:45 CinemaxX Studio 14

09:30 CinemaxX Studio 19

NINA’S JOURNEY
F e b  1 0
F e b  1 3

15:15 CinemaxX Studio 19

09:30 CinemaxX Studio 19

FROSTBITE
F e b  1 1
F e b  1 3

19:10 CineStar 4

13:30 CinemaxX Studio 19

Director:  Nour-Eddine Lakhmari
Cast:         Jacques Zabor, Florian Cadiou,

Abdellah Didane

Director:  Lena Einhorn
Cast:         Agnieszka Grochowska, 

Maria Chwalibog

Director:  Anders Banke
Cast:         Petra Nielsen, Grete Havnesköld,

Emma Åberg, Jonas Karlström

TOMMY’S INFERNO
F e b  1 1
F e b  1 4

09:30 CinemaxX Studio 19

11:15 CinemaxX Studio 19
Director:  Ove Raymond Gyldenas
Cast:         Eirik Evjen, Anine Eckhoff, 

Mehran Iqbal

Email: info@nonstopsales.net  www.nonstopsales.net

SCREENING Berlin 2006
S c a n d i n a v i a n  F i l m s  S t a n d  #  2 8
M a r t i n  -  G r o p i u s  B a u  B u i l d i n g
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THOMPSON &
LIEBMAN JOIN
ACADEMY SCHOLAR
PROGRAM

Stuart Liebman, a professor in
the department of media stud-
ies at Queens College of the

City University of New York, and
Emily Thompson, associate profes-
sor of history at the University of
California, San Diego, are the sixth
pair of Academy Film Scholars
selected by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences. Film
Scholars are selected for the honor by
the Institutional Grants Committee of
the Academy Foundation, which is
chaired by producer Buffy Shutt.
Liebman and Thompson will each
receive $25,000 from the Academy.
Liebman, will write a cultural history
of the formative period of Holocaust
cinema, entitled Black Suns:
Constellations of the Holocaust in
World Cinema, 1944-1956. 

Thompson will write a history
of the transition to sound
from the perspective of the

technical workers whose work was
transformed through the new tech-
nology, entitled Sound Effects:
Technicians and the Talkies in the
American Film Industry, 1925-
1933.The first half of the $25,000
grant was presented at a luncheon in
January at the Beverly Hills Hotel;
the remaining half will be awarded
on completion of the manuscripts.
The Academy Film Scholars pro-
gram was created in 1999 to "stimu-
late and support the creation of new

and significant works of film scholar-
ship about aesthetic, cultural, educa-
tional, historical, theoretical or scien-
tific aspects of theatrical motion pic-
tures." The two Academy Film
Scholars will present their projects in
lecture form at a public Academy
event following the completion of
their work. Liebman and Thompson
join ten other Academy Film Scholars
who currently are at work on their
projects:

MOONSTONE
INTERNATIONAL
BRINGS FILMMAKERS’
LAB BACK
TO IRELAND

The ninth Moonstone International
Filmmakers Lab (January 26th to
Feb 10th) was held at the

Ferrycarrig Hotel in Wexford, Ireland.
Participating directors from across Europe
included Terry McMahon, Dancehall
Bitch, Irish; James Watkins, Present
Tense, English; and Maria Essen,
Changing Directions, Swedish. The
Filmmakers Lab included a Composers
Module of eight Irish composers support-
ed by FAS Screen Training Ireland,
IMRO, and the Arts Council/An
Chomhairle Ealaíon. Sector Skills Council
for the UK Audio Visual industries sup-
ported the Lab for the first time. The 16-
day development program saw participat-
ing directors collaborate with professional
composers, actors and crews to rehearse,
shoot, edit and screen key scenes from
their feature film projects, under the guid-
ance of award-winning director advisors
from the USA and Europe.
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IN THE NAME OF THE KING

BLOODRAYNE

THRU THE MOEBIUS
STRIP

Roxane Barbat 
FANTASTIC FILMS INTERNATIONAL, LLC

3854 Clayton Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90027
Phone # (323) 661-7088 Fax #: (323) 661-7188

e-mail: roxane@ffimail.com :
http://www.FANTASTICFILMSINTERNATIONAL.COM

FANTASTIC FILMS INTERNATIONAL, LLC
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M O O N S T O N E
INTERNATIONAL

The event was funded with the support
of the Media Programme of the
European Community, FÁS Screen
Training Ireland, NPD, the Irish Film
Board, Scottish Screen, and
Mitteldeutsche Medienforderung
GmbH.Moonstone International was
founded in 1997 in consultation with
the Sundance Institute, the organiza-
tion created by Robert Redford in
North America, to support and develop
the work of independent screenwriters
and directors of vision. Chair of
Moonstone’s Artistic Advisory Panel is
Michael Caine.

SCHWARTZ DONATES
AMA BROADCASTS
TO NEW CHICAGO
MUSEUM
Al Schwartz  veteran television pro-
ducer-director of  33 broadcasts to date
of the American Music Awards shows
has donated  his collection  to Chicago
based  Museum of Broadcast
Communications . The new $21-mil-
lion media museum due for comple-
tion in  2006 will house the collection.
Bruce DuMont, MBC Founder and
President said “The collection of "The
American Music  Awards are always
one of television's highest rated
awards shows because of the top-tier
talent that performs and because of the
quickness of the production.  We are
pleased to accept this remarkable col-
lection of music television to our col-
lection  which   will be accessible to
the public in the archives." Created by
Dick Clark in 1973 The American

Music Awards were honor achieve-
ments in popular music and the
recording business.  The awards salute
the entire spectrum of music, from
country-western to soul as well as hard
rockto traditional.The first of these
AMA pyramid-shaped, crystal tro-
phies went to singer Roberta Flack in
1973, and since then more than thirty
awards have been given out each year,
based on a poll of 20,000 record buy-
ers. One of only three broadcast muse-
ums in the United States, The Museum
of Broadcast Communications (MBC)
new 70,000-square-foot facility
include a media-equipped education
center for orientation and teaching, a
500-seat center for screenings and lec-
tures, and working television and radio
studios. The new facility will enable
the  museum to accommodate  an
increased number of school groups
and extend its educational outreach.
In addition it  will have   exhibition
galleries  detailing  radio and televi-
sion history in America, including spe-
cific exhibits on Comedy, Drama and
Music as well as six other genres.
Located  at State Street and Kinzie in
downtown Chicago and  located right
next door to the famed House of
Blues, it also has a gift shop and café. 
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Continued from Page 44

Phoenix available from 
Kimmel International
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Internationale
Filmfestspiele
Berlin 2006

In Competition

56

Invisible Waves | Invisible Waves
Country: NLD/THA 2005
Director: Pen-ek Ratanaruang
Pictured: Pen-ek Ratanaruang
Section: Competition Sales
Agent/Distributor Fortissimo Films

Invisible Waves 
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Internationale
Filmfestspiele
Berlin 2006

In Competition

56

A Prairie Home Companion
Country: USA 2005
Director: Robert Altman
Pictured: Garrison Keillor, Meryl Streep, Lindsay Lohan
Section: Competition 
Sales Agent/Distributor Capital Films

A Prairie Home Companion
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Internationale
Filmfestspiele
Berlin 2006

In Competition

56

V For Vendetta
Country: USA/DEU 2005
Director: James McTeigue
Pictured: Natalie Portman
Section: Competition 
Sales Agent/Distributor Warner Bros.

V  F o r  V e n d e t t a
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Internationale
Filmfestspiele
Berlin 2006

In Competition

56

Romanzo Criminale
Country: ITA 2005
Director: Michele Placido
Pictured: Anna Mouglalis
Section: Competition 
Sales Agent/Distributor TF1 International

Romanzo Criminale



Head Office: FSO ZI de L’Argile 
Lot No. 23460 ave de la Quiera 06370 
Mouans Sartoux FRANCE 
Tel: (33) 4 92 92 39 39 Fax: (33) 4 92 92 39 30

Established in 1988 Fair Set Organisation offers:
the design & problem-free setting-up of stands and
advertising billboards, at all major European Film
& TV Markets. Fair Set Organisation is proud to be
of service annually to over 185 worldwide companies.

Visit www.fairset.com
Email: info@fairset.com

PETER FLOWER & THE TEAM @ FAIRSET 
WISH ALL THEIR INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS 
A SUCCESSFUL BERLIN FESTIVAL & MARKET 2006

• ADVERTISING PANELS

• ADVERTISING SITES

• OFFICE FURNITURE

• OFFICES

• OFFICE EQUIPMENT RENTALS

Contact 

PETER FLOWER 

BO O K ON-L I N E FO R:
• MIP TV 2006
• CANNES INTERNATIONAL

FILM FESTIVAL 2006 
• MIPCOM 2006 

peter.flower@fairset.com

 


